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Mr Upitz Ii Prisirnt Case for Uassic Latour Tours Beaver Hosts Cedar Crest
American Ecunumics and Imhivilinalism And Goucher Members
Mr Edmund Opitz is one of severa1 lecturers touring the Now York may clairnto be the cul- Very few people know or care will house students and deans from
counti and speaking on Libertarianism This is defined as two-
tuii1 center of the
aiout the problems of small wo- those colleges
phased endeavor requiring mastery not only of the philosophy but Ph1ladePiamrnaY urn- mans college For yeai Beaver The guests will arrive at ocock
also of its propagation that is ideology ad methodology Those age tO lh àlfll Cthg IS- has been trying to locate an associ- February 28 and meet at Grey Tow-
involved with this movement say that no one can take an effective
as ea goe
ation that could understand and ers for short get-acquainted ses
stand for liberty and its propagations whose sta nec is not ibertarian
becond be
dL
er
oiler help At one time Beaver had sion before dinner In the evening
In word methoth other than libertian will work against liberty not OUIDepartment Concerned been associated with the there will be three topics discussedfor it but this group interested basicaily E1ecion procedure and schedule
-- ---
about this plethora of available cul-
pi ieves L1O5-----
tural ictivities so cloe to Beavers
in the large university could not Self schedulmg of examinations
of the mind and spirit cannot exist niect Beave-rs needs Interested and Functions of student publica
in vacuum but form single Pj Campusnotberng caizea ycmng women at Beaver sought help tions The girls will be broken
package with economic liberty He elsewiiere Discovering the I.A.W.S into groUI leader and re
1- 11 ith bus hanspor ion an iuucan is owers voca
Intercollegiate Association of Wo- corder in each group Alter theices oa uie isgeneral public should mind its own
______
dd th
men Students they tui ned to the meetings the entire group will meet
ability to buy no and pay aterusmess an no ma Oi ci
_____
regional with fresh hopes The ses- again to read and evaluate the dis
fellow the object of their attention iOUh ic carnPiI sOie SAfl they attended wa$ concerned eussions
They feel that by doing this the liy
hid em will be first
-ith womans posluon on co-ed Saturday the glils will discuss
other fellow will do right and it will
______
afai On March 12 the firt pait
CiLfliPi and with sorority problems problems that were thought to be
1- 4- 4-i _______ of ths to put movie vill beso ring ou in you i-
I-Eavmg neither of these problems to most pressing Group will dis
cussing what appears to be na- case enou
ens
With Beaver girls left the cuss What should an Honor Sys
tional and world-wide trend toward
_____
5ign duecturof reidcnce
\V S. rcfuing to ietuin tern Jncompass Conflict Between
all oLtti.tim Mr Opitz says hat office en ennv winia Giils have becn trying to estab the Indivi and The Common
ompany pn pi ogi rnse up as
_______ hsh committee to enlist the aid ot Good Roles and Athtudes of the
sureme arbitrato _____ lac Gaiden Cainuna Buiana andmiian
other womens colleges Up to now Various Members of college tom
fairs it must doniesti th Jj Concerto 1arocco will followca in
they have been urisiieces..ful murnty an Honor System
vidual lest irny lingering remnants the event of cess Oi the Upeornng Meetings Group will cov What Should
1-c_ 4- OthCl trip5 trcl ill he to these re ance wea en Dean Plummer realizino how dis the Procedines in Judicial
authorit The state must tr Germantown Bandho movie hea-rca ic
tIessinc the problem for the iris 13nai-d the board of first hear-
the individuUs eff rt 11 th tie Avant guarle films of Jean-OW
iic tt Oid and .s Care- decided to send out invitations to ing the appelate hoardditates
of
his con4cienee
_._-- womens colleges tci come and dis- UI will look into SocialMr Opits joined the staff of the Todays eonvoeatiou speaker fl Ia\ rn eol evri mutual problcm fj open Regulations and Residence Hall
Foundation Ii .1 heie in the State will be seenCOiOflhic Ucl inhin tes nd svu il tOi ero sug dmmitiation on Women Col
tion in 1955 He is also book re- this time See iu at the flicks
gested in recent letter Unfor- loge Campus The girls will ga
view editor of The Frcnian reviews have appeared in variety tunately it was ather late in the ther again to discuss and evaluate
boollet expressing ideas on liberty or periodicals Social Committee p1annig seaion and many college the final session After coffee
01111 and acts as coorthnatoi Degrees i-ters were full Beaver did get hour the girls and deans will de
for the Rcfl1fldflt an mterdenoniii- native of Massachusetts Mr Is Disbanding replies from Cedar crest and partnational fellowship at clergymen Opitz now resides in White Plains Gouhe and during the weekend Beaver is looking forward to an
ho ai libertarrtn conservative New York ith his ife md two Thb Social Comnutt et is c1abind FLhn1ar ih rer excitmg and beaoficrLl weekoiid
outlook He is founder of the daughters He received his college ing due to lack of interest Mide --------
Noekian Society serves as its see- degree in political science with up of the second house presidents of
retary and is board member of minor in economies Three yeai each dormitory and the president of ri in Is Hazar
the Congregational Foundation for later he received thcological de- the Day Student committee its
Theological Studies gree and was ordained in the FirHt function was to plan social events somewhat migi atory sth- The Museum ef Natural History
Author Parish in Beverly During World in each dorm and among the dorm- dt was not familiar with the wai next to see the Hall of AfricanMr Opitz is the author of The War II he was Red Cross Field itories reknown of Dr Patrick Hazard Un- Man It was larger than that of
Powers TJut Be and the co-author Director in India While minister At present the problem seems to til this year Dr Hazard was in the Newark Museum but less ci-
of the Kinqdn-m Without God the Second Parish in Hingharn be lack of interest in taking po- Lndn last academic year in- fcctivelv designed This may be
treatise
ntitled Religion fli The he taught part-time at Curry Col- sition on the committee Many of eluded in the phenomena is uni- duo to its size but the fact thatRsto i.o ion of CpitiiZti Ui was lege in Boston earlier he had the girls dont even show up for qicly dccoi ated office certain air it wa the third museum probably
scheduled for 1968 publication taught at Harrisburg Aacdemy the meetings In addition once of being hap-Hazard and mail also lessened ith effect This is oneHe is the author of several short Mr Opitz will address our stu- functions are Planiied students dont bag seernincly perninently placed of the characteristics of Hazard
studies and pamphlets such as dent.s at convocation on February participate in them The Bridge
outside the door Some ay i-hat it trip It is well-stuffed yet it is
Prob1cins of Church aiid ciet 25 1969 presenting the case for Tournament planned with neigh- the only way to tell where Mrs delightfully relaxed The Museum
Theology of Freedom Perspective individualism and classic American boring mens school is an example
ElutteVs office is Operating in of Modern Art Was the next busOn the Natural Law and The economies The title of his speech of the lark of support Bonnie Simp-
sightless world students count the stop with Dr Hazard offering free
Lengthening Shwlow of Govern- will be Swne ImpcratiLes of 11W SOn this years chairman has been doors oiie two three trip and admission tickets
inent His numerous articles and Market Economy getting The tournament had to be the next is Mrs Buttels Last aid anoth high point of
cancelled the day before it was
Placing iecond only to an inter- the Hazard trip was visit to
YT 71 scheduled to be held meshing and spontaneously yet the New York ShaJespeare Festival
.i..eaver rusiee is irime ponsor Most of the functions of the So-
.ell-planned style of teaching is Public Theatre to sco Adrienne
cial Conunittee can be taken over Haid trip Before you have Rem-icilys Cific In Briqiw It in-
Bill to Remove Student Funds by other committees a.nd the differ- images of Timothy Leary chided two plays The Owl Ai
ent classes ty1 orienting his neophytes on the and Beasts Stoly The
To riot may cost the student ested in educational pursuits but Martha Ringer Dorm coin- fine art of pill popping and getting director Gerald FOdman explains
money solely in stirring up trouble mittee Chaarman says if there is the most out of inhalation let me Kennedy poet of the
Senate Bill 19th on its The majority have rights also to be Social committee in the explain Ha-zn trip with an theater who deals in image met-
agenda proposes the removal of all and to insure equal rights to all future there will have to be corn- example aphor essence a-ni layers of con-
state loans and scholarship funds we must proceed in an orderly plete revision of it iqtisiim Exhibits sciousness Her plays reflect her
to any student who is either con- maimer Thursday February 13 bus qf black half white awareness
victed in civil court or willfully State funds emanating from the left at 30 and headed for New- j.iy are good exercises in symbol
aides and abeth in the disruption Pennsylvania Higher Education As- ark where students viewed the interpretation
of the administration or orderly sistance Agency has budget of Art of Africa exhibit at the
conduct of school affairs approximately $45 million available Newark Museum With time to Enlightening Exhausting
Notice and opportunity for usually to students from $7000 to Young and Rubican New York spare students ventured into other Reflectively the trip was enlight
hearing will be afforded the stu- $1 2.000 income bracket households City Advertising Agency has displays New York townhouse ening exhausting exciting relaxed
dent before funds are removed Those above the $17000 level are awarded publiation to Nina Shiv- colonial New Jersey kitchen and full and spacious As one student
Republican State Senator Wilmot not even considered dasani Beaver junior for an ad- many others It was well-plan- said It was like Hazard class
Fleming prime sponsor of this Although this is at best only verusement sketch she presented ned enjoyable museum well worth Those of you who have not yet
bill has been trustee of Beaver palliative solution to an ever while working for the company this day-trip experienced Hazard trip will
College since 1953 He believes this spreading explosive situation we summer From there the group moved on have chance to round out your
bi-partisan bill will pass swiftly must begin to accept some respon- After each of Ninas 13 prelirn- to Manhattan The Metropolitan libexal if too book-learned educa
through the Republican-heavy Sea- sibility to vast majority of stu- mary sketches wore analyzed by Museum featuring historical cx- tion Another t1tp is planned for
ate Democratic-heavy House and dents arid taxpayers do not see 12 man panel the final sketch was hibit entitled IIarlm On My Mind Tuesday February 25 from 930
then on to the Governor the end justifying the means says voted on and approved by ma- proved to be high point of the n.m to midnight It in scheduled
Senator Fleming sees the job of Senator Fleming jority of the panel trip It consists of multi-media for Flnglish 28 but others interested
an enlightened trustee as one of Senator Fleming implied that The awaid winning athertisement presentation of the rise decline and may sign up on the door with
keeping the doors of communication this small minority of dinddents will appear in the Art Dieetors new renaissance of Black Har- the mail bag in front of it It is
open and preparing the ground work must at least bear some penalty for Show Of more than 12000 pieces 1cm The designer combined pho- relatively inexpensive $6.75 for the
long before an in.fla.mmatory issue civil disobedience The loans and submitted Ninas was one of the tograph blow-lips of magazine day in Now York It is study
arises When the issue does arise grants are public funds and al- 520 that were selected to be shown and newspaper articles multitude tour including the Verrazano Nar
one must guard against outside though it is seen as hardship to and published in the Art Directors of slides and recordings of poetry rows Bridge the Brooklyn Mu-
disruptive influences from break- those clen.ied students who will in- Manuai this ycar and one of the 50 commentary and music represent- scum 150 Yesrs of American
ing down this avenue of mediation evitably suffer we must push for best ads chosen from 1000 pieces ing each age of Harlems develop- Prints Harlem Studies Afro-Hal-
These forces move around The open dialogue and not open con- for the American Institute of Gra- mont and connection to the other tian Art Medieval Art Cloisters
SDS does and they are not inter- frontation phic Arts Show world and the play or film of your choice
Page Two Tuesday February 25 969
Sit St901ç 4a Freshmen Dissatisfaction Wkv
attr
by Sandy Thompson
On February 21st under the sturdy rafters of the not common to hear con- perclassmcn seemed so apathetic
BLshop McDevitt gymnasium small proportion of
siderable talk of transferring about it that felt like fool do-
EDiTORIAL BOARD the Beaver population will assemble once again
to ong freshmen with the arrival of dared one girl Freshnum counse
Editor-in-Chief Dotty Graham paiticipate
in the annual phenomenon which is Sg
their second semester at Beaver lors too offer view of Beaver
News Editor Dee Dee Napp
Contest Months of dogged preparation by handful But there is rising wave of dis- that may or may not be favorable
Feature Editor Jacquie Kenuk
of truly interested vocalists lyricists and musicians
satisfaction within the class of 72 Many freshmen when qutioncd
Copy Editor Libby Hufistutler will
if luck is with them be rewaided Oo class
that deserves and demands exam- felt that their advisers ha.d pre
Editorial Assistant
................
Caroline Otis will win But how many of the students will know ination sented very clear and helpful idea
Sports Editor Ellen Brennan
or genuinely care what the outcome of this traditional
Pro-entrance statistics indicate of atudent life Others however
Drama Editors Ellen Coleman Emily Solomon tUflefest
will be What is the relevance of Song
that this freshman class is not out stated that their counselors had
iICadliOeS Euleeii ilaubenstock Marianne Mlynarski tOdY of the ordinary eograpbic dis- been lacking in some areas that
Photography Editor Ona Murdock tribution ranks in high school they had been told the rules and
Lzyout Editor Bobbie Fine itS iflatitutioll in the dim and distant past in class and entrance examination in some caS how to get around
Typing Editor Geralyn Krupp another era of Beaver tudents and female education scores an into uie nom established thorn which resulted in confused
Reporters ....... Amy Melton Esther Gueft Song Contest was meant to be an activity involving the past five years Current picture of the Hoior Oode and other
Pat Taggart Nancy Young Sally Harrel Tyler the entire school The rationale behind it that of academic statistics show that the aspects of life at Beaver
Tragle Tobi Steinberg Nancy Schultz Shelly the school together in friendly friction and cla of 72 has smaller percent- COmniunication
Lubow Nancy Durks Betty Bennett Marsha eg school spirit wa an admirable one And age students on warning and pro- Communication between student
Utain Carol Hesselbacher Darcy Fair Sheila at Umo when music was an integral part of young tiian any other class cur- governments on the freshman and
Breman Dma Hitchock Sandy Thompson Mar- womans education song competition in all bkeli- reutly enrolled probably due to the levels another problem
sha Pels Diane Lewis hoOd SVd ttS ifltfldOd puIO5c The majority of differences between upperclassman area Members otf the Fresbmatt
Typing Staff Enid Lubin
students would have been more than willing
and freshman courses The problem Council and many other studants
Copy Reader Anne Painter dOVOtO tiflie and energy to perfecting descants and does not then lie in the actual feel that the Couneil Is very offer-
BVSINESS BOARD to syncopating rhythms There wa.s time too when
make-up of the olass but in some tive and making great progress
Business Manager Laurie Stasal competition between classes sophomores Sieging
otiter aspect oi freshman life There is no doubt that it has been
Advertising Manager Rem James seniors juniors joustmg freshmen was meaningful
source tue trouble may be active in working towards changing
Circulation Barbara Gutman But Beaver has evolved as they say with the times fd in the year prior to entering freshman currioulum permissions
Myra Jaspan Jane Martin It seems obvrnus to us that Song Contest is vestige
Beaver Said one freshman who is and orientation. Through direct
Faculty Adviser Edgar Schuster of another day and that this perenmal insistance oil
planning to transier reauy düint contact with the faculty and the
T/e over News is weekly publication by and persistance by the powers that be it has become as
what wanted from college administration many of their pro-
fur Reavci studeats and does not necessarily reflect all too-consistarit consistancies will do hobgoblin Now Perhaps in spite of posals have been passed However
the opinior of the adniinistration of minds little and large
made by the Admissions Of- other members of the class feel that
flee Beaver is not clearly enough the Council does not represent the
Our opinion is more than substantiated by the
defined to prospective students class as whole There are some
yearly decrease in student participation in the corn-
are sent out tours are girls who dont care enough aboutcta dtO4 test petition increasingly whathappens is that the bulk Beaver students often go the Freshman Council to even re
off preparatory work writmg songs and composmg back to their high schools said talk spect its leaders How can we cc-
lyrics is dumped in the laps of two or three able aBd tered girls But it seems complish anythiBg as group
i9rseisfiei /jo cc44 devoted members of each class There are certainly that is not enough in some stated one freshman Or the SGOI- number of students truly mtereeted and excited ca level an freshman interviewed ack
musical competition We are not advocating total
Experience ncsvledged definite lack of corn-
Beaver .n never have an absolute honor system abolition of the event we suggest ony that Song
probable however that municatton One Qpinion We see
Before proposing any ethical standards for the col- Contest be made an activity for mterested and tal-
the actual problem can be found in and hear them at orientation and
lege comniunity it is important to recognize the outed participants only and that the exnphams on
the freshman experience itself The thats the end of it
impossibility Of any total honor code Absolutes are entire student participation be abandoned in definition
orientation program may be the Exactly where the trouble began
ideals sometimes sought after rarely realized It is its it has been ui practice
starting point resinnen are gen- is impossible to determine But it
ioolish to assume that the Beaver community is cap-
eray unreceptive to tue idea of is evident that an effort should be
able of achieving the ideals of any absolute ethics We do not feel that this lack of interest can be
tipping bed-making and sign-wear- made to find and correct it in hopei
attributed as it often is to the favorite scapegoat
upperclassman attitude that the present freshmen will be-
total honor system iniplies no rules rules have student apathy the event ha simply become irrele- giauy influences whether or not come happier with their surround-
no part in system based solely on integrity of the vant The idea of general participation th project the hazing will be taken in fun as ings and that future freshmen will
individual Yet ruleless society is not possible at is ai excellent one and would help to build needed
intended and whether or not it will never experience this dissatisfac
Beaver since it would necessitate conflict with state cnse of school spirit and identity We would like
be taken seriously at all The up- tioei
and federal laws Conflict would arise in the drinking to see the students rallied around collective en-
___________
problem for example Because of the absolute state dravor which would pnve meaningful and enjoyable
of this hypothetical total honor system the Student and worthwhile for the students of 199 and 70 and /J1 11Government would not be pemiitted to legislate any 71 Ours is generation with social conscience arkô aLti OP vinirtea
rules even one concerning an individisil must not Why not pool the undoubtedly fertile resources of 800
violate federal laws since no rules may be created students in week devoted to raising funds for by Nancy Pasks
Such problem would arise with the drug situation charity Or why not make Beaver the seat of
iecentIy numier of Student tion it is not up to the faculty it
a-s well The Student Government could not legislate week of seminars opened to other colleges led by stu- nducted is up to the students to initiate tht
any authority due to its own provisions but the dents and faculty and outside lecturers and interest-
dounudory meetings to dis- change
SChOOl would be liable for violation of state and ing public figures There are countless possibilities
cover tue student bodys reaction to Here we come to the second a.p
federal iulings
o.f
how best to mvolve the school communal an-
present soeiai system and its proach that we students may use
tivity We suggest that they be considered When
regulations The discussions that that of working through the al
Despite many students emancipated notions par- an actiVity becomes meamngful for student and folwed branched out into many ready existing channels Granted
erits tic concerned with the welfare of their daugh- appears to be worth her effort and her time the the Beaver community an- this process may need improvement
ters and the majority want to know where they are battle against lethargy is half won ademic as well as sociaL The one and reorganization but for the
most of tho time Beaver is small all-girls school
underlying feeling showed that present we cannot make hasty do-
in coming to Leaver students should have assumed Beaver students are concerned and CiSiOflS We must instead devise
that protective attitude would be executed Had
want to see change concrete plans for change whether
they wanted large coed school Beaver was very her social community By her choices she must not it concerns curfews more courses
poor choice Beaver is not Penn and it is not Har- limit the choices of other individuals Nowhere in the The problem is exactly how to anything else
yard What applies to these schools can never apply handbook is concrete deThiltion of honor stated bring about this change and here The responsibility lies with the
to Beaver ad this must be accepted Before Beaver can make any change in its social it seems the Beaver students take students and we can be effective
and academic notions of honor it must be defined one of two approaches There are
only if we join forces and work to-
Howe.er we feel the elements of an honor system those studnts who constantly corn- gether Speak to your House of
cannot be totally eliminated The student govern- Rules can and must exist at Beaver with modi- plain about and criticize our pres- Representatives member make sure
niont organization officers have felt certain frus- fled honor sytrn One does not negate the other mstituti and then sit back and hhe is doing her job read the mm
ti ation OicC -rfling students inability to communicate enthely The honor system can never be total but in expect -omeone else to do some- iites posted keep up with what is
\Vit1 them They demand that rules be changed on altcrate form may exist along with limited thing aboiit it This is self-defeat- g1flg On If you have an opinion
throirh the propcr channels set up by the student rn niber üf iulcs ifowever we must reemphasize that ing for no one else will do the make sure the people that can do
wrltcn constitution yet this demand is not being liberalization of uic does riot automatically bring an work for us homething know about it
met If an iidividual is at odds with the rules flood lmor code Libcral eules are not free license to do We must not lose sight of the Continual change and re-evalua
the I-louse with proposals SGO beg-s dont simply vhatever an individual seifihly tIsircs With an fact that when talking about Boa- tion is necessary Beaver has tried
break the rule The crime rate at Beaver is high ova system of even modified col conies greate College we are talking about to do this but it will continue to be
this year and the chairman of Judicial Board Diane responsibility for the individual to her cornrnuniy the faculty and the students which successful only through unified
DeLone rcq1i/.ei she is not aware of ai the Cases on as an individual choocs to live in soial are part of it If Beaver needs and constructive effoit on the part
campus The SGO officers are questioning the poi- -tution he must he lrpa1cd to he committed to change it not up to the institu- of the whole student body
sihiity of ny sort of honor code to exis at Beaver othe 1ctJ This is why honni includes responsi-
and are bc5iming to feel that the notion should he1 idty other people
ydonaws with
ave mmiin riust ii gii to ci i1y ie
Proposals to Go to House
honor ystem of some kind must necessarily exist .atc its sense of an honor system This is serious Oarol Hesselbacher
Otherwise no assumption could be made on the nd veigiity task and is ot one for the prscnt gen
intcrritv of any individual and Beaver would find uration alone We must impress upon students apply- The Student Government Orgim- fo cccl delay in its presentation
itself policed state full of rules Does the problem jug to Beaver how important the honor sy- is to zatioa is aware of the feeling For example in order to abolish
lie in the iI1CS or in the system life at Beaver One reason that students would thus among segment of the students curfew an inexpensive ystem must
dhoo.-e Beaver would be berau4e of its fine honor code that the social regulations must he worked out to let güis into lhe
th litOiS feel that first the system and --this is Beavers castle this is Beavers honor reviewed and revised Many ideas dorms
then Ihe rula need revamping To pacify few ode It should be emphasized and ye-emphasized and suggestions were brought up in Barring additional problems the
sciemi voices change the necessory rules and md nwde part of the school Students now at the meetings in the dormitories proposal should go before the House
give he extra weekends desired is not enough The Beaver must be willing to realize that time of with some of the officer.- of Representatives on March 10 at
real issue is not this selfish and does not include the change and evolution induces their assistance and and are now under careful consid- 30 in the Room All stu
generation at Beaver alone We must define honor work The SGO can no longer work in vscuum eration as part of the final proposal dents are invited to attend If your
for both now and future generations We would like give them your ideas so that the working honor to be brought up before the student representative has not been report-
to propose that honor involve the individuals freedom system may be product of Beavers entire student body ing back in detail to you come and
to make responsible choices for herself and in doing so community certain unforeseen complications find out how student government
she must also be responsible for other individuals in in the details of the proposal have really works
rence be
in class
same place to
mments on the
there is
constructively
Lrtmental problems
department mom-
difference between
ge students as intelli
id threatening them
dient children between
tuaily enjoyable conver
students and out and
merits all over campus
desire to improve the
and apparent verbal anti-
towards the place between
working with student representa
tives and being absolutely unavail
able between intellectual discus
sions out of class and prying into
students personal lives etc etc
write this letter because care
great deal about the continual
improvement of this college One
key to this improvement is our fac
ulty which by both its
and ethical beha
type of place
be Inca
this beha
standards we
of the college community have
right to pretest
Emily Solomon
Letters
Sleep
Ta the Editor
Far from being thought provok
ing the convocation given by Dr
Thompklns of Ceder Crest was ra
ther sleep provoking She herself
summed it up by quote she gave
earlier in the afternoon what she
had new to say was not good and
what she had good to say was not
new Had the lecture been given
to group of young homemakers or
even to the alumnae it would have
been tolerated and if one stretches
her imagination acceptable How
ever when the topic is Wh4it Wo
men Are Accom.piish4ng Tory and
the audience is predominently un
der 21 and concerned with the part
women will play in the total up
heaval of Am.erican culture taking
place to speak of the Ladies Home
Jonrnal is inexcusable
Speaking to the point of coedu
cation which Dr Thompklns seems
nilataidagly to feel is fad the
New York Times Magacine crashes
through again in an article recently
written It is pointed out that the
great revolution taking place today
on levels of the American experi
if it is predomineatly
re system of
the honor co
force ti
-i clear
There are three alternat
this situation to make thex
lax that no conceivable
run counter to them
penalties for infractionr rules
so dreadful that care
to incur ther to amend
the system ording to the results
of careful analysis of the goals of
the institution as embodied in its
rules and those of its members
who will have to live by these rules
The last alternative is clearly
preferable and the key to its effec
tiveness is responsibility The insti
tution should be responsible to the
students as it exists for their ben
efit The students should be ethic-
ally responsible to one another and
to the institution which operates
for their collective benefit This is
not the present case
If student breaks rule it ha-
plies that she considers it either in-
herently defective or personally in
convenient If the former is true
then she should not expect anyone
else to live under the rule and
rktoc cit If
ternal restrictions the only factor
which will make it operate is the
responsibility of the students to one
another Such system must be
worked for and real belief in it
demonstrated by action NOW
There must be more responsibility
in dissent than in conformity If
those who dissent believe there is
little justification in whatever they
are opposing then they must be
certain that the alternative they
propose has justification beyond
that of dissent alone
The dishonorable thing about the
honor system is not that the rules
are unrealistic but that they are
quietly brchen and not amended
To the Editor
Trudy Van Houten
When it was suggested at re
cent corridor meeting that penalty
of 3000 word composition would
be superimposed on those students
who leave early for vacations al
most suffered cardiac arrest It
might well be that some students
do take advantage of this time to
miss classes The teacher
the valid point that he does not wish
to teach to nonexisting class He
then can ascertain the previous
how many students actually i--
to attend perogative to
give next day The re
then the students
she has
50 int
to elevate pl
of divine
ates
communical
art is meax
aiogue
Nina achieves that goal The cre
ation of art is of course subjec
tive process yet the art object does
not exist in vacuum Thus in
relation to abstract art the ques
tion arises where should this sub
jectivity flower into communica
tion Ninas paintings are mean
ingful to the observer because she
works by and large with recogniz
able forms while at all times main
taining her own individuality and
creativity For example in three
of her paintings Nina used actual
letters as forms She said that the
inspiration to use the letter in
painting came to her instinctively
in response to the immediate need
for heavy stable decorative
is signifi
ones Her paintings are populated1
by people and are rich in honest
human feeling without becoming
seutimenta
Use of Colors
The most striking quality in
Ninas work however is her use of
colors They are curiously earthy
tones with distinctive lumnious
quality or glow which envelopes the
earthiness in veil of spirituality
The predominant colors are ochre
sand salmon purple-red orange
and olive-green and they create an
almost primative aura of nature
The color is supplemented by
variety of textures and techniques
preventing monotony Nina uses
Double Role
For
Dr Pauline Tompkins
of Cedar Crest College in
addressed the Beaver Coil
dent body at convocation
ary 18 Her
men Are Aced
In though
Dr Tompkins
men thrc
dustrializ
the
the
Ninas work then is unique and
becomes source of human glad
ness and inspiration so much so
in fact that felt the need to talk
to her personally about her work
was groping towards an under
standing of how she as an artist
approached her work was in
terested in the process of creativity
and Ninas personal artistic evolu
tion
Emotional Experience
Nina said first began playing
the
ettes of Tech
nology to Cornell and Yale Univer
sities and the movement appears to
be still growing
What started with the graduate
students and professors in the phy
ales department at within
few weeks spread to the biology
and chemistry departments about
47 professors signed the statement
supporting the idea of stopping re
search to symbolicly call attention
to their growing concerns
As well as stopping research the
day of March will be devoted to
discussion and possible ways for
the scientists to initiate political
action
Prominent among the issues be-
is the governments de
mit of thin antiballistic
system or ABM ostensibly
ed against possible Chinese
This system has placed
warheads in the suburban
.rds of such cities as Boston
le and Chicago The cost has
lated from its initial $3 billion
b.c Pentagons new price-tag of
billion and knowledgable Con
sional sources suggest more
istic cost estimate to be $10
before it is anywhere near
leted
pponents argue that such sys
em drains funds from urgent so
cial problems that it will intensify
the arms race is an immediate dan
ger to those cities housing the war-
and has already been
ved to be futile system of
efense
Laureates
Of the two Nobel laureates on the
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who
cientffic
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Village Women by
Nina ShlvdasanL
Missile Madness
Academic ComIL
by Bannett
Student Respon4i/ity in
Cfao /3e/oe Vacafiono
formed
New Lafayette Theatre
Harlem and derives its
from the push and
here We are dedicated
xpression of those truths
the experience of being
and we aim for the partici
artists and audwnce
...11 be liberating for
offer ourselves to the
community
production In the
written by the resident
Ed BuIilns is certainly
which speaks to
1e hower its liberat
is dubious The Wine
is continuing maybe even
ual period in the black
The voices otherwise
as actors live and love in
The focal charac
Dawson typically
cat who rationalized
is necessity of employment
he attended college on the
to make somethin outta
his over-worked hardened
wife Lou who carried
new generation of
and Lous nephew Ray
lager who moved in with
after the death of his
mother typify
in nearly every
r-c1ass community The
coming and going
ce in the community
lewd dudes to probable
the activities ranged
Le tender loving
slow-dragging to ver
na.lly physical slashing
the scene even the
representative of
astonishing in
Little New
us question What was
about is good one
happened even better
where sat very little new
Eerent seemed to be happen
performance seemed to
dyed the relocation of liar-
North Phila onto the stage
fraana was not merely realis
by Amy Melton
25 26 27 28 and March
he Long Voyage Home by
same bill will be The
the Beginning by OCasey
Basement by Sehisgal
sented by Drama Guild at
Louse 17th and Delancey
thru Thurs at Fri at
at 230 and 830 $2
$3 for info call LO 3-
26 Leonid Kogan yb
Academy of Music
and Locusts Sts 830
....t Info at PE 5-7955 or
7378
27 Amerita String Or
Phila Museum of Art
ticket info at PE
smporary American Chain
I.e Concert Ethical So-
.1 1906 E.ittenhouse
pm
28 and March The
nia Ballet will balance
lace works with the
steal Academy of Mu
Lnfo call WA 3-4823 or
Picasso lecture by
Museum
5-0500
by Diane Lewis
tic it was real not happening
but everyday life So for the audi
ence spoken to nothing actually
did happen
The opening scene finds Lou set
ting her hair and Cliff sipping
conversing about everything and
nothing their uppity condes
cending pretentious neighbor who
is disturbed by the Dawsons lack
of class in that neighborhood
about Cliff making it big when if
he finishes college becoming differ
ent than better than the rest of the
hung-up neighbors about Ray go-
big into the service to become
man like Uncle Cliff did There
is discussion rather heated about
Uncle Cliffs manhood There is
also contention about Ray assist
ing drunken neighbor home
the neighbor being white man
who is usually tight often re
quiring help from one of the oblig
ing niggas The arguments be
come heated the contenders are
becoming increasingly more loaded
and the tension explodes when Cliff
socks it to his old lady literally
right across the face And so
number of factors are interacting
to yeild situation ripe for analy
sis the ilialadjustments to the
American society are numerous
The problems of racism the matri
archal family structure to off set
the lack of manhood in the men
and the over-reliance on alcohol as
means of escape are especially
obvious maladies to the relatively
sophisticated student of society
But the play addresses itself to the
Black community not to the analy
tical seasoned theatrgoer How
ever at this point there was still
hope that the play would indicate
some direction would include more
than recounting of the lives of
the intended-viewers the second
half of the play was yet to come
Second half
And the second half was some-
what more rewarding The action
still consisted of petty arguments
brushes with the police because of
the unnecessary noise and conver
sation about women and wine the
of life At one point
there seemed to be sense of di
rection evolving Cliff and Ray
were talking about Rays sexual
prowess when Ray indicated that
he had never even touched his main
girl He explained We dont need
to say anything to each other We
know all we want to find out
Perhaps Ray represented the first
generation of Dawsons to escape
the tight hard life of the ghetto
perhaps he would discover that
manhood is not inversely propor
tional to the length of his virgin
years Perhaps
What Am Offered for
This Faculty Member
Beaver is having another Fac
ulty Student Auction It will be
held on Thursday February 27th
at 700 in the faculty chat Its
purpose is to raise money for the
World University Service
Professors administrators and
other college staff have contributed
the things to be auctioned These
contributions range from one weeks
vacation board for pet at an ani
mal hospital to blonde brownies
from charcoal broiled steak dix
nerfortwocouplesln Drilorl\
to tickets to
auctioned off to the student
that well known auctioneer
But after this one ray of hope
this one possibility of establishing
some definite direction Bullins let
us down The action returned to
the pointless and it seemed that
the most obvious but dramatically
meaningless bit of violence was
grabbed at to end the play with
bit of excitement There was
fight over some girl which just
happened to end in murder by the
guiding light completely drunk at
this point Ray The police came
and caught the confessor who was
not the killer Cliff who urged
his mumbling stumbling nephew to
Go on out there and take the
world its yours And we know
that Ray is weaker than we had
hoped that the wine time will con
tinue as the reality for Ray and the
Dawson-to-be The Dawsons were
no better off and only little worse
off than they had been in the be
ginning of the play
Wine Time
Perhaps Bullins was attempting
to suggest futility the repetitive
nature of the wine time life cycle
But as play meant to enlighten
blacks to show some hope or di
rection if not to suggest solutions
this play fails If it is meant to
serve as reflection mirror for
the audience then it succeeds The
play does serve to show the ordin
ary ghetto resident that his life is
worth portraying and considering
It is possible that the short look
in the mirror may initiate some
questions may illuminate some
necessary changes But doubt it
it is certainly too bad that Cliff and
Lou argued so often and that the
cat got sliced in the end but after
all he was messing with
cats woman and thats how
anyway baby
Bullins In the
deniably real in langi
tions For more sophistic
theatre-goer than the intended
viewer the play may even be pow
erful For the guy on the corner
or in the pool room the play would
be just another slice of life com
ing from nowhere and leading no
where Bullins work could not
even successfully support the con
tention of blacks that
We aint what we wanna be
We aint what we onghta be
We aint what we gonna be
But thank God we aint what we
used to be
Beavers Spring Festival
Weekend will take place from
May 2-4 The highlight of the
weekend will be the dedication of
the Beciton Spruance Art Center
Other events will include
Theatre Playshop production
faculty lectures and other ac
tivities still to be announced
Ed Courses to Use
Public School Books
Education Department
headed by Dr Norman Miller has
begun new program to parallel
and integrate education courses
One way this will be done is in
the use of public school textbooks
It has happened Dr Miller mid
that some students begin teaching
have never seen
textbook at
meeti sponsored by the Edu
cation Department was held on
Tuesday February 11 1969 in the
Library Lecture Hall to familiarize
incoming freshman with the de
partment
Addressing the freshman were
two Beaver graduates who are
presently teaching They talked
in terms of how Beaver had pre
pared them and the problems they
faced in an actual teaching situa
tion Seniors who student taught
first semester also spoke
Dr Claire Fox Miss Helen
Sheilds and Dr Adeline Gomberg
all of the Education Department
rounded out the list of speakers
Dr Gomberg spoke about what the
department is trying to accomplish
She stressed that Beaver has
great deal to be proud of in our
education of teachers She feels
that this type of open meeting is
the best way to create interest in
the department because it gives
new people chance to react
with other members of the depart-
mont
Lisa Layne
Style of Her Own
Lisa Layne is freshman English
major at Beaver whose musical
abilities have made her great as
set to the college community You
may have seen her on campus en
ten with her twelve-stringMo
Lisa comes from Montclair New
Jersey where she was brought up
in musical family Her father
violinist before he became psy
chologist encouraged her to study
music first with the viola He gave
her an appreciation for the world
of sound notes and expression
After playing the viola for six
years Lisa found an old marn
and began trying formu
chords on her own In 1t
received guitar taught horse
and has been playing ever since
Triangle
delight in the expression of
faces and the emotional Involve-
meat as weave triangle with
the audience the song and myself
The sources of Lisas delight range
from YMCA functions to the Up-
sala College radio station to few
friends in the Kistler lobby Re-
cently she has appeared at Holmes
School Orpheus La Salles Coffee
House and The World Around Us
on WFIL-TV She will again be
entertaining at Orpheus March 14
and 15 In addition she has writ-
ten the theme music for the Ocr-
mantown Players Production of
The Innocents directed by Mr Pc-
tom Moller and will be supplying the
musical background on the nights
of performance February 21 22
23 28 and March
written many songs and
begun to Incorporate
._3 her act For the most
she keeps the tunes in her
and writes down the words
will
breast
answer
Dr Waltman
fayette College ax
ical School He is
surgery at Easton
Chairman of the Cane
ating Committee of
--.-
The Club will provide refresh-
meats after the meeting
French Club
Visits Barnes
On Friday February 14 1969 the
French Club Le Circle Francals
sponsored field trip to the Barnes
Foundation Museum in Monica Pa
group of 25 students and teachers
from the Foreign Language Depart-
meat filled the reservation quota for
the morning They traveled by
chartered bus to the privately en-
dowed art collection part of large
estate owned by the late Albert
Barnes
The gallery contains hundreds of
paintings and sculptures as well as
unique collection of handwrought
iron hardware The paintings are
mostly by the French Impression-
ists especially Renoir but include
masters from as early as the fit-
teenth century Upon entering the
gallery spectators find themselves
surrounded by vast array of
paintings in no specific arrange-
mont work by Picasso Is hung
beside large El Greco No bro
chure was offered to explain the
works or to give titles to the paint-
from campus
.merged
EDITORS Nors An article cIa-
borating on The Barnes Foundation
will be in future issue of The
News
-----
Mr Cody and wg room
detachment were everyones
sweethearts on ValentInes
Day Above girls linger over
delectable culinary surprise
A.A Asks for
Suggestions
Want to do little something for
your school and at the same time
work with really great bunch of
people The Athletic Association
wants your suggestions and your
help Submit your name to Linda
Harkins Box 113 or bettor yet go
to the nomination election
meeting cxi Monday March at
730 p.m in Murphy room 23 and
nominate yourself for any of the
available offices At this meetiru
the present board will
board from the nomth
celved The following
be available
INTHE
Tuesday February 25 969 Page Ave
News Review 1U1UIIIII1I1111 Frosh Proposal
JFV1PPf iP1rw4t The House has just pa.sed
tat resolution permitting freshnien and
ittle Black Lies sophomores with no Friday4r1 to count Thursday nights as part
by of weekend
and not midweek
overnight The same is true for
LeRoi Jones iaugurat Penns all blacks have their buggy eyes anybody with no Monday classes
Black Week 17 February with an set the closest white womans But this is only for those with no
afternoon lecture dialogue and virtue And truly hilarious con- Friday or Monday classes
an evening performance of two of eluding section on the announcer The proposal which reads An
his short plays by his Black Arts Don Wilsons Jello commercial overnight will be considered dur
Theatre He was much changed five flavors celebrated one by one ing the weekend any night after
man from the strident provocateur as kitchen version of the Amen- studcnts last scheduled class or any
who tried his sullenest unsuccess- can Dream Wilsons belly shakes night before her first scheduled
fully to infuriate Beaver convo- like well-known dessert iiJ class of each academic week was
cation four years ago He is confi- Flavors jJ introduced by group of freshmen
dent in his separatism whore once When Rochester frisks him for who have no Friday classes Be-
he was shrilly contentious prophe- his money all Jones wants from fore this underclassmen had the
tic of black resurrection not apo- the white community is their white choice of either using up their one
calyptic The Newark riots seemed dough he finds first five flavors two overnights permitted each
to have taught him crucial les- lemon lime orange etc and semester or waiting until Friday to
son bloodbaths end up conientrat- he flings them aside The green leave It must be remembered
ing their ferocity on the blacks beret comic book assemblage pop however that this is only for stu
More mobile white oppressors ac- art posters of green dollars and red tiIjnhI1l Ieatles Jhn Paul George and Ringo in their dents with no schediZed classes on
tive and passive can get into the Jdllo and what looks like an NLF lflOVli Ya1oi Subnwrin either Monday or Friday
familys station wagon and head flag next to the American one on ----- -- --- __________________________________________________________
for safety at the shore the left woiked well together In
His insistence to white liberal fact as one serious Penn student News Review
by definition white racist.s dont argued without an effective answer
show that separatism is reality from Jones in the afterTioon most
ckd chooenott al hateLawrnceWelk culture
ghettos of Harlem Chicago spritzy way Jones parodies the soft by trsha Pel
Watts and not to forget where jelly belly of American popular
he was Philly Blacks have culture When melmgerie or trudy bad profeionalism wid sensitive po- she paid 57th street theatre $3.50
been forced to live there flOW they For white tired from the fre- movies hit silver screen Miui etics and not emerge with an al- foi rotating armchair literally
Ii
want to control what they will quent ambiguity of the so-called magazine goes to tOWil and corn- most-there-but-missing sentimental forgets everything around her
make into communities through art Third Theatre the obviousness of presses thUr it to channel it into failure maudlin melancholy nielo- except the impact of Faces The
and politics this play was fun look forward mini-satires Slidthg down- the drama or tedious tear-jerker concreteness of the psychological in-
to the day when art like this will heath the other day trying to avoid When dealing with the vast expanse teat and the intangible technicali
Rehabilitation have liberated the black-s to the the dead squirrels realized theie of emotional responses the human ties are mastered singed together
And his Spirit House in Newark point where they will be able to were three movies in the past six being has which are usually into as one What Im trying to
is best seen as an agency of spir- attend to the best that is in Jones months which honestly loved numbed and rarely put to use es- express is the reality of the film
itual rehabilitation an instance of His second play at Penn Rehcor.sot three artistic achievements and pecially in one film one finds that so much so that you are in some-
higher welfare system not For An Insurrection is such piece present y6u with mini-reviews be- an audience eaxi be very easily dis- ones mind sensuous multi-stream
Whiteys callous use of relief The Beaver College Blacks could cause cant waste this precious tracted or repelled and with of consciousness as if each char-
checks to insure political pluralities do fine job Ill bet with this space rapping exclusively on one improper nuance the reaction is in- acter was coistant unconscious
for the incumbent administration one The play begins with since each is specialty orthy of effectual and the power of surpass- canera and does not only take each
Jones art is not made for the jaded vaguely Muslim black contemplat- praise right now But first one ing sentimentality to reach scnsi- picture but is the photoaph them-
palates of expense account aristo- ing his riches science that allows passing post-morteni autopsy of tivity is lost This magic cinema- selves An experience is totally
Ltlr crats marking the vacuity of their him to control light and darkness Littic Murders Jules Feiffei is tic potion is preseflt in Chancy meaningful when one can identify
values by an endless succession of zapping the house lights on and genius unfortunately he cant write use the word tou.ched in its full with what is happening and due
mini-styles -- pop op fop glop off with wave of his arm learn- play quite siniply he isnt play- impact was touched in the full to the fact that have not com
Jones art is for redeeming ing symbolized by scrolls aiid art wright sense mean veins nerves sen- mitted adultery yet of course my
the blacks who have been ernascu- by beautiful kneeling mat Although it failed structurally sos toenails everything When one reaction is somewhat sympathetic
lated by white popular culture Jet- Bea.t Enters it still is superbly pci ceptive is thrust through gamut of emo- rather than empathetic until it has
to for example is an inversion in Enter THE BEAST out from un- insight into our violent society tions as manifestations of the inag- been lived through
whiteface of the old Jack Benny der KENNEL-like table His with special pulling of the nificent jekyll-hyde transformation But still these are just the ulti
radio show Rochester no longer miming himself into an erect pos- strings of any New Yorkers heart of Cliff Robertson from retarded mate products the acts the condi
shufihin gravel-voiced stepinfetchit ture from his Neanderthal crouch and it contained some hysterical misfit to perfect man and cries at tions the ends and one can sense
but hip black with pantherish is splendidly realized Beast-Whitey one-liners but the plays structural joy and sorrow reality encoin- the first-step motives the reasons
pounce of gait rebels He wont go yes another anti-minstrel writhes schism and emotional catharsis do passing both and realizes the im- the means so that the emotional
and get the Maxwell on cue 1eRois again then steals the blacks blind not work on stage wonder if Mr plications of brutal statement and psychological result of the ac
Jack Benny is faggotty fool who ad tops off his larceny by teaching Feiffers special brand of talent concerning modern science aiid psy- tion can be perceived even if it
tempers his unsuccessful tantrums blackie to shuffle and pat his hanky wit and insight can be successly chology and does not get lost or has not been committed
with hilariously self-indicating head like true nigger The rap- incorporated into dramatic form turned off but is intensely charged Slowness
charade of Jack as the colored mans idity with which the blacks in Ii- Maybe if we all breathe hard god she has witnessed movie master- Not since Nichols The Graduate
best friend The black imagination vine Auditorium beat us whites to blessing all he will not commit piece For Gharlcy plays with the and Antonionis Blow-Up has di-
seems to need to fantasize all white the point of this skit speaks for its secoid suicidc Just one observa- heart strings the mystery of love rector handled the canera so effec
men as flabby homosexuals to own eloquence The ritual whitifi- tion dear little girlies upset by the the metaphysics of man vs him- tively the dripping slowness of
judge from some scurrilous short- cation of black maiden who is language may suggest you open self man vs nature man vs sci- movement recording each sigh
unlined prose being sold there as taught to depise her own hair a.mI up those pierced pearly white dcl- ence and does not fall into the viii- the pace of actiun the focusing on
poetry The black who tried skin and who learns how to shake icate lobes and hear the language ai or vindictive traps of such sub- one specific expanded moment
to shill the white liberals into buy- that thing with prosties profes- on ca.mpus saw the May Ma jeet matter Claire Bloom is also there is cla.sic laughing Se-
ing more reminded me of nothing sionalism is also effective Beasts tiuckdriver blush superb In searching for descrip- auencc create dimensionless
so much as the pornography-and kissing his ever loving narcissistic sailing Threugh tians two adjectives of paradoxical technique of recording Whereas
pop-corn sellets pitching the tired self is good but not great Finally We have come lon way since intent keep skipping before nip the canuna is usually focused on
old men and high school stu- LeRoi Jones figure appears retijeves \\Talt Disney end Mickey Mou.e beautiful and depressing And the person undergoing the consequences
kj dents who were the mainstays of the blacks patrimony and returns it took the Beatles and Geirnan resultant equation foimed of the plot Casavetes catches each
Detioit burlesque houses in the the Beast to his cramped cra en cnrncrcial artist to create an al- Ght.rl Truth equals Beauty nc before during and after
-S 1940s When Rochester decides dog-house They blacked l.jstjc rnaterpiece which detroy Ne% Diroetor sometimes get the feeling whenever
to rob the Jcllo safe he finds it happily ever after any previou misCflflcclJtiOlls of the joyous celebration occurs when the camera leaves character he
symbolically behind painting of These psycho-dranhas are an limitations unsophisticatin and some new mind method invades the is foigottcn until he reappears but
some faggotty white ballet dancers escntial and hopefully tran4toiy lo cr las hierarchy of animation crecn through the appearance of Cassavetes actors and actresses
all male White culture this tells part of oiii white Kleenex cu- But one sail- through lloui new director The crystallization are onini-present Its not an ac
the Spirit Housers is fags Not ture \Vhen black azid white -UbW-iHP and orneges smilhg of new director awakens one to count its the accounting not the
he-man like ours God knows the alike get ocer thii psychic nif- at the sharks There is an the diverse life-styles of the film reaction the reacting --- have
black male has had stony psycho- fles or their Maoist flu as the thtjnsic intex-meshing of old and Throughout film history and most never seen such acting before
logical row to hoe--given last hired cases sometimes bceonw these l3eauc songs unbelievably recently in an expanding numhr not life-like but liro And the faces
first flu ed ti aditions a.d the matri- plays will be forgotten maybe i.hic images flood of pu..s the ator has occasionally mean- themselves are mysteriously pene
archal structure .lavery and later not Resurrcetum Bitt then mqn of symbolism not to mention clered to the other side of the cam- ating
fons of servitude have inflicted on with his divinely infinite capacity the subtle eacbing of such worthy ci Newman Finney back to It is tragic clepiessing reali
the black But these little black for inventing new hangups for him- notables as love peace happiness Welles mostly under the spell of zation because each lace looks like
lies could have an ugly Whitelash elf will be telling his enemies 0j music end plot oakod with treating labor of love and ma- onieone you have been many
Any group see the Southern white and himself as his best most infinite ccativc imainatin and terializing his special brand of past times before in the crowds on
cracker whose manliness depends available little enemy new kinds child.llke imilcitv All nse theatrical experience really the city streets Saturday on the
on denigrating sorry the man- of little white and black lies waterproof but nnthirg is beitle- dont know where to begin in rela- golf course Monday at the super-
hood of another group is playing Take Paramount for example proof and through sound sight tii to John Cassavetes Faccs market etc John Marley looks like
with sociological dynamite Look at every poster for Romoo sense brain nul -- -- the movie ti-a- BTJT have nevei before seen such Leonard Bernstein Efrem Zimba
On the other hand after Rochest- jn1jf Those nifty nude teeny vei representing giant visual unique scenic craftsmanship na- list Jr my sixth grade English
er has taken care of Benny and hoppers Then look at the film bicak-through which think will i.uralistic experience tansccndin teacher and the florist in Penn Sta
very effeminate Dennis Day Ro- which did in teachers peviow lead to new trend ii cinema No realism where there no dicho- tion Its that sort of face And
cheter mocks him es an Irish so- last Saturday and what do you th Beatles clont look bluish torny of the films substance and its each one magnifies the universality
prano you follow the tenor of his discover The lyric honeymoon of theyre eveiy color of the rainbow reprsentation between the purpose of the films facial implications
argument he starts to assault the tragic young lovers was shot and though the have gone through and the prerogative There is If the Ieee is our mask to the
Mary Livingston in kind of mock not at noon at Markot and Broad vai-iou egos of cont emplating Inique total wholeness fluid world which we turn on and off
rape ----- but hes only after the dol- like the come-on come-on posters their navels they have inspired me movenient so that one feels im- with make-up smiles and grimaces
hu.s stashed under hei garter The but discreetly in the dusk before to once transcend seasickness rnersed in what one is succumbed assavetes has stripped it of evely
audience laughed with relief and their first and last dawn Why do It is extremely rare that one can by and that she is sitting in front thing letting the flesh and the eyes
proved the shrewd effectiveness of we put up with crude pitches for treat poignant delicate subject of someone chewing gum like tell all my lies cassavetes has
this countercharging the myth that even the most tender things with the perfect blend of proper herrl of suburban cattle forgets Continued on Page Col
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22 Aecra Ghaia Ghana
The people re
friendly the weather is
none of this steaming trop
business and find
with the exception of
dough eaten with
rs and swallowed without
is good Ive met two
unt chiefs attended three
hour Presbyterian serv
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race issue isnt an issue
espected first because Im
er my white skin is sac
to my profession The only
recognition my color gets is
the two-to-10-year-olds who
to the side of the road as we
and chorus Obruni bye-bye
nd-bye white skin
command of Twi is growing
time although cant go
depth on anything yet We had
ur hours of language each day
and half weeks and now
two hours of tutoring in
of three every afternoon
te English Im teaching is
rudimentary pronunciation
of the dictionary sentence
re reading comprehension
The school buildings leave
be desired but the stti
eager which is all that
L5 Ill be teaching English
to the first year students
literature to the
year students But thats
best part Ill also be the
and arV came pre
to give flute lessons and
teach theory with
many difficulties but Ill
ve to bone up on the old
before infficting myself
udents
running water cold
ut whos complaining
ricity here thanks to
second largest diamond
cated half-mile south of
It makes another whole
with the 2700 mine
their families plus
of expatriate
have to dr.d
where want to make
among the Ghanians
he expatriates The Club
ig pool closed to
pro pacts of1
August 19 Had general
meeting today back in Accra of
number of Peace Corpsmen Dr
Anim asked one of the girls to
describe how she felt during the
living-out period when we were
living with families in the vil
lages was in Adukrom near
the diamond mine Ginger had
had time to think about this in
advance and she decided that she
most disliked the fact that she
always had to smile and be friendly
even when she was in mood or
not feeling well And as she said
had to smile because was
Peace Corps And so went
through my paces for them and
they all laughed And the next
day the same thing happened And
sometimes felt jovial and willing
to perform and other times
wished could tell them off
but had to smile thought
she put it very well To it
would add that usually didnt
mind greeting people especially if
they called me by name unless
were late for shkuu or some
thing but when someone
motions imperiously demands that
come over doesnt give rae the
option of refusing THEN it
rankles
August 20 Class today con
sisted of Ghanian
playwright
Sons onZ
questions on drama in Te
Training Colleges Hes at the
Legon College of Music and Drama
has produced many plays there
and is advisor to many beginning
theatre groups found him
dynamic and fascinating and full
of ideas So Im enthusiastic to
try my hand at directing or as
sisting in the directing of play
at St Roses
August 21 Tonight when Rose
black American teacher at St
Roses and got back to our room
we started discussing race in
Africa her reaction and mine
She has encountered things and felt
things as black American that
dont affect me in the same way
Shes sensitive to trends that
just dont see Were both Euro
pearls according to the Africans
but happen to have the additional
curiosity of white skin Most
Africans expect foreigners to be
white and some have even subtly
expressed their disappointinent to
Rose that she isnt little more
different Shes looking at it
openmindedly and agree with
her wholeheartedly that its her
skill and ability as teacher that
should impress people and not the
color of her skin
August 23 Tonight there was
fantastic performance by the
50 member dance troupe from the
Institute of African Studies at
Legon As they danced and it
was vigorous movement believe
me ond began to perspIre the
spotlights would accent the move-
this joy in life
Adukrom attended
in the
Nana
feast dressed
Kente cloth
Niahente the village chief called
me to him and told me in Twi
that my kente was very beauti
fuL He also said something
else that couldnt understand
indicated that hadnt understood
so he said She will show you
and motioned one of his wives to
come over It turned out that he
wanted me to join his wives in
dance Being an exhibitionist by
nature swung right in with the
other women in sort of line that
was moving about the little yard
One old wothan was in charge of
the dancers she had cloth for
wiping our faces and bottle of
cologne which she dabbed on the
back of our necks The sign of
appreciation when dancer is do
ing good job is for the audience
to raise their right hands palm
out and everyone was making
that sign and indicating me
August 29 Took bath discov
ering harmless five-inch spider
on the wall of the bath house Af
ter church walked Mrs Larbi
home with her four-year-old
daughter holding my right hand
and her four-year-old grand
daughter holding my left hand
Stocked up on my supply of diar
rhea pills and calomine lotion and
took my two Aralen anti-malaria
tablets with tea
_.____1_
didnt answer them But asked
Yao Fred about it He said that
there is very old belief that all
white people being so fortunate
were born on Sunday so that
Akcaau and Kwasi become
general names for whitte
During our break at tea today
Curl Bonsu began telling us how
undemocratic the system of gov
ernment is in the U.S dont mind
explaining this sort of thing to
people from other countries but
what got me mad was that he
wouldnt shut up to let us get
word in edgewise finally out-
shouted him actually felt like
clapping hand over his mouth or
sitting on him and spoke very
reasonably of the electoral college
and representative democracy and
ancient Greek city-states and the
upcoming elections But felt that
he was only listening with one ear
if at all because he picked up with
his same arguments when Id fin
ished Win few lose few
guess
August joined group of
Form students sitting around
large concrete basin They
very curious about my
jacket How many dollar signs
had it cost Would make pres
ent of it to someone when
Adukrom my hair It is
long Why is yours long when
is so short America
better Ghana or America
they have fufu in America
long is the Panama Canal
and white But it really shook the
kids up to realize that all obrunis
August Ive discovered many
words in Twi which are Glianian
adapttaions of English words
The transformation is interesting
sitima for seamer sukuu for
school sini for cinema adu
piren for airplane bookiti for
bucket possil of ese for post of
fice buukuu for book monite
for minute dkota for doctor
and aspita for hospital
tugust Today taught the
first lesson in Form read
ing comprehension passage on the
Chinese New Year Celebration
This reading book is absolutely in
credible printed for use in any
country in the world it has little
if any point of reference to Africa
and African students The book
abounds with stories like Cana
dian Bush Pilots of the Far
North Mile-a-Minute Tobog
ganing Old-Fashioned Christ
mases in Maine Boyhood in
Maine Boyhood in Holland etc
How can kids whove never seen
ice or snow relate to any of these
things But this is about the only
book available in quantity to Afri
can schools
August This morning went
for walk ii Korfc road
never
born on Friday So fam
has spread It makes me sad that
cant answer and call everyone
else by name but doubt that
could memorize 2000 names in
three and half weeks
August 13 Im now at my per
manent address for the next two
yearsSt Roses Training College
Akawatia-Akim Ghana Its run
by German nuns and gets great
deal of financial support from Ger
many so it is fairly modern
Theyve just finished building sev
eral small bungalows for the in
structors including me Even
tually Ill have bedroom dining
area living room shower sink
toilet kitchen store room for
food and supplies and open var-
anda
One of the other teachers took
me to the post office where was
taken behind the counter and in
troduced to all of the employees
one of whom could hardly stand
NorE Three weeks including underwear You
at Last June Nancy theres fly
ft for two-year stint lays its eggs
Corps in Ghana West hang on the li
are excerpts clothes way
..i she keeps of her hatch into rms movement
adventures there sorts of havoc with your bloodstre July 26
hatch into worms which wreak
sorts of havoc with your blood
stream
Ghanian
traditional
lived why is your village so up for giggling Ive met this re
small and much more During
class we were visited by Peggy
another Peace Corps volunteer
and after she left the kids first
question was Why are you whiter
than she is Shes good
tan So explained about skin
pigments black brown yellow
action before and it doesnt
prise me any more It nsa
someone is pleased
European and flattered
knows something of his
and is at loss for
or English to express
eels So he giggles
werent white
how
Plans Underway fur
Frush Sprinq Shuw
Plans are underway for the
Freshman Spring Show being pre
sented April 18 at 230 in the
Little Theater Mr Peter Moller
director held script-writing com
mittee meeting on February 17 to
discuss theme and format for this
years production He gave the
highlights of last years show and
suggested several innovations which
might be introduced such as special
effects in lighting music and stag
ing
At the next meeting on Febru
ary 215 at 430 theme will be
chosen and the script deadline has
been set for March 15 Auditions
will be held for interested freshmen
with night rehearsals coming two
weeks before the performance date
Students interested in working on
production publicity or props com
mittees should contact Nancy
Croup Norma Longo or Janet Neh
ring stage managers or Mr Mol
ler
THREE FOR TIlE ROAD
Continued from Page Col
ptured faces and
every shade of
ounce of expression day
life of four faceless/ful faces
The power and unlimited depth
of film is represented by these
three examples each
in its uniqueness-animation
story-telling and directors hu
man documentary Now to find
some drastic failures because all
this appraisal is shaking my criti
cal condition
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